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The function of nano-scale devices critically depends on the choice of materials. For electron transport
junctions it is natural to characterize the materials by their conductance length dependence, β. Theoretical
estimations of β are made employing two primary theories: complex band structure and DFT-NEGF Landauer
transport. Both reveal information on β of individual states; i.e. complex Bloch waves and transmission
eigenchannels, respectively. However, it is unclear how the β-values of the two approaches compare. Here,
we present calculations of decay constants for the two most conductive states as determined by complex
band structure and standard DFT-NEGF transport calculations for two molecular and one semi-conductor
junctions. Despite the different nature of the two methods, we find strong agreement of the calculated
decay constants for the molecular junctions while the semi-conductor junction shows some discrepancies. The
results presented here provide a template for studying the intrinsic, channel resolved length dependence of the
junction through complex band structure of the central material in the heterogeneous nano-scale junction.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the design of nanoscale electronic components, it is
crucial to understand and control the behavior of ma-
terials. This is true whether the objective is to avoid
leakage currents in transistors or to find the optimal ma-
terial for a thermoelectric device. Today, many modern
electronic components are on the scale of nanometers and
thus in the coherent electron tunneling regime, where the
conductance of a material decays exponentially with its
length. The conductance of a repeat material, whether it
be a molecule or a solid state system, has a characteristic
length dependence β and can expressed as1
G = Gce
−βL, (1)
where Gc and L are the contact conductance and length
of the material, respectively. Experimental and theoreti-
cal efforts characterize materials based on their β-value.
The theoretical studies often estimate β from the elec-
tron transmission which is proportional to conductance
at low bias. Two main approaches have been applied to
this end, one developed in chemistry and the other in
solid state physics.
1) In chemistry, experimental and theoretical studies
of β have measured and modeled electron conductance
in both electron transfer2 and electron transport through
single molecules3,4. A single molecule junction consists of
two electrodes connected by a molecular bridge. While
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it is clear that β is dominated by the backbone of the
molecular bridge in these systems, band alignment (as
influenced by the nature of the electrodes and molecular
binding groups) and other effects can modify β5. The rel-
evant electronic states are the scattering states or equiv-
alently the transmission eigenchannels6 extending across
the whole of junction including the electrodes.
2) In solid-state physics, where band structure is the
language of choice to describe the electronic structure
of periodic solids, we find another method to study
β: complex band structure7–9. Complex band struc-
ture has the familiar real bands of conventional band
structure, but also includes complex bands that describe
Bloch states with complex wave vectors. The complex
bands describe the evanescent states of periodic materi-
als, and have been utilized in a variety of applications9,
including Fermi level alignment10,11, metal-induced gap
states11, edge/impurity states12 and conductance length
dependence11,13–15. In contrast with transport theory,
only a homogeneous solid or molecule is studied in com-
plex band structure, corresponding to the backbone of
the bridge material in a junction. The relevant electronic
states here are the Bloch states with complex wave vec-
tors.
Naturally this leaves the question, how are the com-
plex Bloch states related to the transmission eigenchan-
nels? In the studies mentioned above, estimates of the
total transmission/conductance length dependence from
complex band structure are based on the slowest decay-
ing Bloch state at a given energy. This assumes only
one contributing channel and that the length dependence
of this channel transmission is equal to the slowest de-
caying Bloch state. For the longer molecules, these as-
sumptions appear valid in the systems studied. However,
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2for shorter molecules or more complex systems these as-
sumptions might not be true. Such complexities could
arise from multiple contributing channels or destructive
interference. It remains an open question as to how these
two methods compare for systems with these attributes.
In this paper we explore the relationship between
the decay of the individual complex Bloch states
and the transmission length dependence of scattering
states/transmission eigenchannels in detail. The paper
proceeds as follows. We first build a tight-binding model
junction that illustrates how the scattering states can be
built from Bloch states. Second, we turn to a more re-
alistic atomistic description of three junctions designed
to answer the questions of multiple contributing chan-
nels and destructive interference. To achieve this, we
compare the two slowest decaying Bloch states with the
transmission of the two transmission eigenchannels that
contribute the most to the transmission (proportional to
the conductance at small bias). We conclude with a sum-
mary of our findings.
II. MODEL SYSTEM
In this section we illustrate the connection between the
two methods: complex band structure and scattering the-
ory. We first build a tight-binding model to show the na-
ture of the complex band structure and its corresponding
Bloch states. The model is then expanded into a model
junction with a simple square potential barrier. This il-
lustrates how the scattering states are built from different
Bloch states and how the decay inside the barrier can be
used to calculate the transmission and the transmission
length dependence. Although this model and the con-
nection between complex Bloch states and transmission
length dependence has previously been shown by Tom-
fohr and Sankey11, we extend the presentation by illus-
trating how the model can be directly expanded into a
model junction and give visual representations that illus-
trate the connection between the two methods and their
relevant states.
A. Tight-binding model
We begin with the derivation of the complex band
structure for a one-dimensional tight-binding model of
an infinite alternating chain of two different sites, see
Figure 1. The Hamiltonian for the model is
H =
∑
i
[
cc
†
i ci + dd
†
idi + t
(
c†idi + c
†
i+1di +H.c.
)]
,
(2)
where ci and di are the two sites in the unit cell of index
i. c and d are the onsite energies on sites c and d,
respectively, and t is the hopping element. As the model
is infinite and periodic, it is convenient to switch the
description from real space to Fourier space, which allows
us to map the Hamiltonian into a 2 × 2 matrix
Hk =
(
c 2t cos
(
ka
2
)
2t cos
(
ka
2
)
d
)
, (3)
where k is the wave number and a is the length of the
unit cell. The Fourier Hamiltonian has two eigenenergies
(forming bands when considered over all k),
±k =
c + d
2
± 1
2
√
16t2 cos
(
ka
2
)2
+ (c − d)2, (4a)
and the eigenstates are of the Bloch form
ψ
(+)†
k = v
+
c (k)c
†
k + v
+
d (k)d
†
k, (4b)
ψ
(−)†
k = v
−
c (k)c
†
k + v
−
d (k)d
†
k, (4c)
where vc(k) and vc(k) are discrete periodic functions with
a period of a. c†k and d
†
k are creators of plane waves.
In conventional band structure calculations, periodic
boundary conditions are enforced. However, to calculate
the complex bands, this constraint is lifted, giving solu-
tions with complex k that are local in space and some-
times referred to as edge states. The strategy for finding
these states is to isolate k in Equation 4a,
k =
2
a
cos−1
(
1
2t
√
(E − c)(E − d)
)
+
4pin
a
, (5)
where n ∈ Z. All solutions to this equation with
real eigenenergies k are also solutions to the time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation. As an example, we
choose the model parameters t = −1 eV, c = 0 eV,
d = 1 eV, a = 1 A˚ and plot the solutions and exam-
ples of eigenstates (squared) in Figure 2, where we have
defined the real and imaginary part of the wave number,
k = kr + iki. (6)
The complex band structure consists of two real bands,
with complex bands outside of the real bands, see Fig-
ure 2 a). The complex band in the middle connects the
two real bands whereas the two outer, purely imaginary
FIG. 1. An illustration of the one dimensional tight-binding
model employed for an infinite alternating chain of two dif-
ferent sites. The parameters a, t, ci and di represent the unit
cell length, hopping element and site labels for the two sites
in unit cell i, respectively.
3FIG. 2. a) Complex band structure for a two site infinite
model. The two black lines are the real bands and the three
grey lines are complex bands, of which two are purely imag-
inary. b) The amplitude of the eigenstates at five energies
marked with a colored cross.
bands continue to grow in magnitude with larger ki val-
ues. The band gap is 1 eV, equivalent to the difference
between the on-site energies of sites c and d.
In Figure 2 b), the top (purple) eigenstate is high in
energy (2.6 eV) and has a small ki, which gives a slow
decay in the amplitude. The amplitude is larger on the
d site than the c site, which is a characteristic shared
with states in the conduction band (blue). Remember
d sites have a higher on-site energy. The second (blue)
eigenstate has ki = 0 and thus no decay in amplitude.
The third (green) eigenstate decays faster than the first
eigenstate because of the magnitude of ki is larger. The
real part giving the phase is obscured because we are
plotting the amplitude. The fourth (orange) eigenstate is
in the valence band and is mostly located on the c site, as
it has the lower on-site energy. Again because k is purely
real there is no decay. Finally the fifth (red) eigenstate
has the largest ki in magnitude and consequently the
fastest decay. Generally, the amplitude on site c and
d for any given state is controlled by which real band
that state is located on or, if it is located on a complex
band, which real band it is closest to. We emphasize
that the rate of decay (or lack thereof) is controlled by
the magnitude of ki.
B. Expansion to model junction
The model of the previous section is now expanded
to represent a junction by adding a simple rectangular
potential barrier. We use an approximate method which
allows us to clearly connect the Bloch states of the infinite
model with scattering states of the model junction and
transmission through it. We divide the infinite chain into
three regions A, B and C. We consider A and C as
two semi-infinite electrodes, whereas the region B is the
finite central region where the on-site energies have been
shifted by a constant potential (the rectangular barrier).
The total wave function of the junction now has the form
Ψ = pkAψkA + p−kAψ−kA (7)
+ pkBψkB + p−kBψ−kB (8)
+ pkCψkC + p−kCψ−kC . (9)
Here p±kn is a ±kn-dependent amplitude in region n.
In regions A and C we enforce periodic boundary condi-
tions, because they are semi-infinite regions correspond-
ing to leads in a junction. Consequently only real k so-
lutions are allowed. The central region B is finite and
can have different boundary conditions in the directions
of regions A and C, thus complex k solutions are also al-
lowed. Four examples are shown in Figure 3. The model
parameters are the same as in Section II A and the po-
tential in region B is shifted to V = 0.6 eV. The energy
of the electron crossing the junction is  = 1.1 eV for
a) and b) and  = −1.5 eV for c) and d). That is, an
electron from the conduction and valence band of region
A, respectively. For a) and c) the length of the barrier is
2 unit cells while for b) and d) the length is 6 unit cells.
The boundary conditions require that the amplitudes,
p±kn , of the wave functions match at the interfaces be-
tween the three regions. To find the amplitudes using the
boundary conditions we set pkA = 1 and p−kC = 0. Here,
because our model is discrete, this matching is made in
the unit cell before the barrier. The colors correspond to
the colors of the eigenstates in Figure 2.
Naturally we observe that the wave function in region
A consist of both a right going (+k) and and left going
(−k) part. In region C we see only a right going wave
since we set p−kC = 0. In region B of a) and c), we see
a difference in the rate of decay even though the barrier
4FIG. 3. Four model junctions and their eigenstates. In region
B the potential is shifted 0.6 eV, meaning that the corre-
sponding complex band structure would be the same as in
Figure 2 but with all bands shifted 0.6 eV up. a) and b)
only differ in the length of the barrier: 2 and 6 unit cells,
respectively. Likewise for c) and d).
height is the same. The reason is that kBi depends on
both the barrier height and the energy of the tunneling
electron.
From the boundary conditions we can derive an expres-
sion for the transmission of the composite wave function
in Equation 7,
T =
|pkC |2
|pkA |2
∝ e−2|kBi |L. (10)
Thus we find the corresponding decay constant for the
model system is simply β = 2|kBi |. This result was also
found by Tomfohr and Sankey, albeit with a different
approach11. Note that our model is an approximation
and does not entirely reproduce the standard Green’s
function method transmission, see SI.
In Section II A, we illustrated the nature of the com-
plex band structure and the corresponding Bloch states.
Now we have also shown a model junction where the scat-
tering states can be described as a linear combination of
the Bloch states from the three regions in the junction.
Finally we saw that the transmission length dependence
β could be determined from the decay of the Bloch states
in the central region.
In our model we only considered one scattering state,
but in a real system there are many and they all have dif-
ferent features. This leaves us with the questions: how
well does the complex band structure of real systems de-
scribe the transmission length dependence of the individ-
ual transmission eigenchannels? And, how do features
such as destructive interference appear in the complex
band structure? To find out, we turn to an atomistic
description of realistic systems.
III. FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS
Here we present a study on the relationship between
the decay of Bloch states and the transmission eigenvalue
length dependence. We performed transport calculations
on three types of junctions: 1) Alkane chains with gold
electrodes 2) Quinone chain with gold electrodes and 3)
Si-Si3N4-Si semiconductor junctions. Furthermore, we
made complex band structure calculations on the bridge
materials, see Figure 4 for chemical structures of the
molecular chains and the unit cell of Si3N4.
FIG. 4. Chemical structure of the alkane chain (left) and
quinone chain (middle). Unit cell of Si3N4 (right).
The junctions were chosen based on the criteria that
they varied in the size of the band gap and the absence
or presence of either destructive interference or multiple
contributing transmission eigenchannels.
For each of the three types of junctions we compare
the length dependence of the two dominant transmission
eigenchannels βn, n = 1, 2, to the complex bands of the
bridge material. The specifics of our approach are de-
scribed below.
A. Method
To calculate the length dependence for two individual
eigenchannels we create five junctions of different lengths
for each of the three systems.
• Alkane chain, n = 4,6,8,10,12
• Quinone chain, n = 2,3,4,5,6
• Si4N3 n, = 4,6,8,10,12
These lengths were chosen to remove interface effects
while maintaining coherent transport. The molecular
chains were first terminated with saturated thiols and op-
timized in gas phase, then the hydrogen atoms at both
ends were removed to create stable S-Au bonds in the
gold junction. The molecules were placed at 2 A˚ for
the alkane chains and at 2.1 A˚ for the quinone chain
with respect to the gold surface at an FCC hollow site
(the minimum energy distance as determined by a se-
ries of single point energy calculations at varying Au-S
separation). The Si-Si3N4-Si junction is based on the β-
Si3N4(0001)/Si(111) interface; see the work of Yang et
al.16. The central region, consisting of the Si3N4 and a
5few layers of silicon on either side, was optimized while
the electrodes were kept fixed.
Next the transmission eigenvalues were calculated for
the two channels with the largest contribution to the to-
tal transmission, T1 and T2
6, for each of the five system
lengths; see Figure 5 a) for the quinone junction.
All calculations were performed using density func-
tional theory (DFT) with Atomistix ToolKit (ATK) ver-
sion 2016.3 using the PBE exchange-correlation func-
tional and a double zeta polarized basis set for all
atoms17,18. The transport calculations were performed
using the non-equilibrium Green’s function Landauer ap-
proach. The transmission eigenchannels were averaged
over 5 × 5 Monckhorst-Pack k-point mesh in the trans-
verse direction. Note that the order of the channels must
be unchanged across lengths and k-points for this analy-
sis to work. However, changes could be accounted for by
comparing eigenchannels across energies.
The complex band structure was also calculated using
DFT in the ATK software. The method implemented to
compute the complex band structure follows the compan-
ion matrix method of Chang and Schulman19. The unit
cells for the complex band structure calculations were
optimized using variable unit cell dimensions.
B. Results & Discussion
Here we initially show the calculated transmission
eigenvalues for the quinone junction and outline the steps
to calculate its length dependence. This leads us to the
main result: the connection between the transmission
length dependence of the two most dominant transmis-
sion eigenchannels (β1 and β2), and the decay of the
Bloch states of the bridge material. Along the way, we
discuss the effects of band gap size, destructive interfer-
ence and eigenchannels with similar decay.
The energy dependent transmission length depen-
dence, βn(E), was found by fitting the transmission
eigenvalues to the model,
Tn(E) = Tn,c e
−βn(E)L, (11)
where L and Tn,c are the bridge length and contact trans-
mission eigenvalue, respectively. This is illustrated for
E − Ef = −2.8 eV in Figure 5 b). It is clear with this
approach that the transmission eigenvalues do not always
show a perfect exponential decay. This can be attributed
to two effects. One, there a slight shift in the resonances
for the different lengths, see T1 at around −1 eV in Figure
5 a). Two, at very low transmission we see numerically
inaccuracy, see the brown curve of T2 in Figure 5 a).
Despite this variation, a slope can be obtained for each
channel as a function of energy, and from this a βn(E).
Now we can directly show the connection between the
length dependence of the transmission eigenvalues, β1,
β2, and decay of the Bloch states. In Figure 6 the es-
timated βn-values and their standard deviations (errors
from the fits) are plotted on top of the complex band
FIG. 5. Example of a calculation comparing the decay con-
stants β estimated from a single complex band structure and
six conventional transmission calculations. a) Quinone chains
in junctions and the transmission of the two dominant trans-
mission eigenvalue T1 and T2. b) Fits to estimate βn from the
transmission functions in a). In this example we show the fit
at E − Ef = −2.8 eV.
structure of the bridge region. Note that the Fermi en-
ergy, Ef , is aligned in the two types of calculations.
We briefly go through the general elements of the plots.
On the right we have the black curves, which represent
the real bands with a band gap around Ef . On the left
we have the complex bands with β1 and β2 plotted on
top. We note that the complex bands are plotted on 2|ki|
scale, see Equation 10. As with the model in Section II A,
we see bands that are connected to one or more real bands
but not necessarily with the line shape of a half circle.
Most of the small |ki| complex bands are connected to
frontier real bands. The three systems show distinctly
different trends, so we will discuss each one in turn.
The alkane chain in Figure 6 a) has a large band gap,
∼ 8 eV, characteristic of a saturated molecule. At the
energies where real bands exist, the transmission goes to
1 and β = 0. The complex band with the smallest |ki|
at the Fermi energy forms a distorted half-circle between
6FIG. 6. Complex band structure and corresponding β val-
ues from transport calculations for three systems. a) Alkane
chain. b) Quinone chain. c) Si - Si3N4 - Si
the valence band and an unoccupied band. The length
dependence of the first transmission eigenvalues, β1, sits
right on top of this band. Thus we conclude this band
predicts the length dependence of most dominant trans-
mission eigenvalue to a high degree. In other words the
Bloch states and the eigenchannel (across the molecule)
must have a very similar character. β2 has larger error
but still sits on top of another, larger |ki| band. Inter-
estingly, at the Fermi energy we see a complex band that
is close to vertical and even though the Bloch states of
this band has a slower decay they are not as relevant for
transport. This shows an important fact, small β or |ki|
in a complex band is often, but not always, equivalent
with a large contribution to transport.
The quinone chain in Figure 6 b) is a fully conjugated
molecule with a small band gap ∼ 1 eV; notice the differ-
ence in the energy scale. The symmetry of this molecule
means that we have σ and pi systems in the molecule, and
consequently separable transmission and bands. Further-
more, this is a system that is known to be dominated by
destructive quantum interference effects in the pi system
near the Fermi level, see the sharp dip in T1 near Ef in
Figure 5 a). We see this manifest in the complex band
structure as the line shape of the complex band |ki| is
not a half circle but has a sharp feature around the Fermi
energy, indicating a strong length dependence around a
destructive interference. β1 from the first eigenchannel
follows this complex band within the gap. Also inside
the band gap, we see β2 following the second smallest
|ki| complex band, similar to what we would expect for
the σ transmission. In summary, the quinone junction
has shown us that a manifestation of destructive inter-
ference in transport can be seen inside the complex band
structure as a complex band with a sharp feature.
Finally, Figure 6 c) shows silicon nitride, a system with
a band gap of ∼ 4 eV. Again we see that the complex
band with the smallest |ki| at the Fermi energy forms
a distorted half-circle. However, here the β1 and β2 do
not sit right on top a particular band. Instead the trans-
mission decays at a similar rate for the two channels.
This could indicate the eigenchannels consist of a mix of
Bloch states from different bands. However, other expla-
nations are also possible. The small region without β1 or
β2 values is where the band gap of the silicon electrodes
suppresses transport through the junction.
The three cases in Figure 6 give a strong indication
that the complex bands of the bridge material can be
used to estimate the decay constant β of the individual
transmission eigenvalues. For the three types of junctions
studied here, the first complex band and the calculated
β1 values match well with one another. β2, however, only
followed the complex band with the second smallest |ki|
in two of the three cases. This leads us to another inter-
esting point because one class of complex bands deserves
particular attention: vertical bands. In the case of the
alkane, this was the band that β2 did not touch, but in
the event that a band like this did contribute to trans-
port, it would indicate transmission that is nearly energy
independent. These bands could be reminiscent of ghost
transmission20, and suggest that these kinds of bands
might manifest with small β values when large basis sets
are used.
A final point to note here is that we have employed
long molecular systems in the transport calculations to
avoid effects related to the interfaces of the junctions (e.g.
anchoring groups)5. However, when we looked for these
7effects by including the short 1,2-ethanedithiol to esti-
mate βn for the alkane junction, we only found small
differences (see SI). Interestingly, this discussion of in-
terface effects highlights that the physicists measure of
choice, the complex band structure, provides the clean-
est measure of the chemical influence of the backbone. At
least at short backbone lengths, the fact that the bind-
ing groups are held constant might not be sufficient to
remove their influence on the result obtained.
IV. CONCLUSION
To sum up we have presented a simple model junction
that illustrated the connection between the Bloch states
of each region in the junction with the junction scattering
states. Extending to atomistic models, we found that
the complex band structure of the bridge material can
predict the length dependence of individual transmission
eigenvalues to some degree, but the direct comparison
has also revealed further details.
• The complex bands can exhibit many different
forms, from the semi-circular shape seen in the
model system calculations, to sharp dips in the case
of destructive interference, to vertical, flat bands.
• There will be cases, for example the alkane, where
transport is dominated by a single eigenchannel and
the eigenchannel β will track the complex band
with the smallest |ki|. But this is not necessarily
general.
• In the case where eigenchannel βs diverge from the
complex bands, it appears that there may be a mix-
ing of multiple bands into a single channel trans-
mission, for example in Si3N4.
• |ki| is not connected to the magnitude of the trans-
mission. Despite the fact that the shape of the
complex bands is reminiscent of the shape of the
transmission, it is incorrect to infer that one pre-
dicts the other. The sharp dip in the smallest |ki|
complex band for the quinone in particular has a
strong resemblance to the pi transmission at this en-
ergy, but these dips represent distinct effects with
the same underlying cause.
• Not every complex band contributes to the trans-
mission. This was particularly clear in the case of
the vertical band between the bands picked up by
the first and second transmission channels for the
alkane. In the cases explored here, the eigenchan-
nel βs generally followed the smallest |ki| complex
bands, but this need not be the case.
The extent to which the properties of a central molecule
or material will dominate in a heterogeneous conduct-
ing junction will certainly vary from junction to junc-
tion. The electrodes can have a significant influence,
in terms of their density of states, their hybridization
with the molecule/material, and in terms of their abil-
ity to perturb molecular/material energy levels through
image-charge effects. Despite these factors, in the cases
where the molecular/materials properties dominate, or
can be engineered to do so, the complex band structure
offers a useful window into the transport properties of
the molecule/material alone.
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